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As the family farm’s most important structure, the raising of the barn was the most seminal moment
in its history. As the pioneers settled new lands, communities formed and gathered together to help
raise barns at “raising bees.” When the barn frame was successfully erected, men, women, and children of all ages gathered to celebrate the occasion and remember it with a photo. We will explore
photos of raised barns as well as photos of barns in the process of being raised.
We often stand in old barns admiring their heavy timbers and marvel at the fact that they were
raised by hand. We’ve seen some photos of some raising bees, and know how some barns were
raised, but are often left with questions like “how did they do that?” Hopefully, this pictorial history,
along with a lively discussion will leave us all with more answers, a greater understanding, and a
greater appreciation of what farm communities accomplished.
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to write a book on the subject.

